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Obamacare has led to health coverage for millions
more people

Employers Warming Up to
Private Exchanges

President Obama's healthcare law, despite a rocky rollout and determined
opposition from critics, already has spurred the largest expansion in
health coverage in America in half a century, national surveys and
enrollment data show. As the law's initial enrollment
Read more

By 2017, about one in five
Americans will buy health
insurance on exchanges that are
not run by the government.
Private health insurance
exchanges are expected to
fundamentally change how
insurance is purchased
Read more

Obama announces further two-year reprieve for old
health insurance plans
The White House has announced a fourth major delay to its troubled
healthcare reforms, pushing back the deadline for insurers to meet new
standards of coverage until well after November’s midterm elections. By
adding another two years to a requirement that...
Read more

Implementing Health Reform: The 2015 Health Insurance
Marketplace Blueprints And More ACA News
In its final 2015 Notice of Benefit and Payment Parameters, the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) noted that state applications
to operate exchanges for 2015 would be due on June 30, 2014. On March
7, 2014, CMS released at its Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) website the
blueprints that states are to use
Read more

Private exchanges may
offer shelter from
Cadillac tax
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. –
Avoiding, or at least putting off,
the so-called Cadillac tax in the
Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act is on a lot of employers’
minds.Speaking Wednesday at
the 2014 Benefits Selling Expo,
William Stuart, a lead consultant
at Wellesley, Mass.-based...
Read more

hCentive Blog
ACA and State-Federal Partnerships – What
can Obamacare learn from CHIP

7 Things You Need to Know before

implementation

Obamacare Enrollment Deadline – Part 2

From a proposal to a law, the Affordable Care Act,
was written with the intent that the states and federal
would be a partnership. However, reality has been a
bit different...
Read more

Continuing from the first part of our series, which
showed the most important facts to know before the
March 31 open enrollments deadline, such as
penalties, subsidies, and Medicare coverage. This
second part...
Read more

About hCentive
hCentive is in the business of helping payers,
states and the federal government set up
exchanges and online sales portals. Our suite of
products provides solutions for Payment Gateway,
Direct Enrollment, Private Exchanges, Medicare
Eligibility & Enrollment, Exchange Connectivity
and Public Exchanges.
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